SEACOAST SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY
Start Your Story Today

Return to School 2021-2022

(July 29, 2021)
August 30th - September 2nd

Monday, Day 1

- Pick up and Drop Off return to normal (pre-covid) procedures
- Four out of Six Sending Schools open the same day.
- Lab Demonstrations and Relationship Building Activities

Tuesday, Day 2

- Session meetings! Introduction of Staff to students. School resources, procedures and expectations. Opportunities to *start their story today.*
- Distribution of T-Shirts
- Classroom activities including safety and sharing their stories.
August 30th - September 2nd

Wednesday, Day 3

● Emergency Procedures reviewed
● Career Planning and Pathways
● SAU16 email, Canvas, compatibility of technology

Thursday, Day 4

● Assessing safety and orientation understanding
● Lab demonstrations
● Beginning of ID Photos
Meeting our learners where they are at:

- Students will engage in activities throughout the year that show their progression in literacy, math, science, inquiry and career readiness.
- Using CIP Program Competencies students and teachers will reflect and assess understanding through competency attainment.
- Student Support Team (Special Education Liaison, School Counselor/504 Coordinator, Work Based Learning Coordinator, Administration) will offer support to students and teachers based on student performance data reviewed semi-monthly. All support plans are developed and coordinated with sending school teams.
Health and Safety

- For at least the first semester, student work groups will be done by sending school/community *when possible*.
- Continued promotion of social distancing.
- Hand Sanitizers in classrooms.
- Attention to enhancing quality of ventilation
- Attention to cleaning and availability of cleaning supplies.